
 

 

The Winter's Tale - A Game Of Two 

Halves 

 
Conrad Nelson as Leontes. Photo by Nobby Clark 

With an irritating first half and tear jerking second, Northern 

Broadsides' rendition of Shakespeare's The Winter's Tale is almost 

two distinct plays. 
 

Sixteen years separate the two acts: A time when King Leontes 

(played with magnificent passion and conviction by the über 
talented Conrad Nelson) has to live with the knowledge of a stupid 

mistake he made, which cost the life of his wife and his son. And, in 

the second act, where we see the neighbouring country of Bohemia; 
a warm and pleasant land filled, it seems, with happy peasants and 

a benevolent King. 

 



The first act is indeed irritating. Not badly constructed or performed 

- quite the opposite - but because the players are too far away - 
beyond 'arms' reach - and therefore beyond the slap around the 

face, the shaking, and the severe dressing-down that King Leontes 

so urgently needs.  
 

Here is a man who has everything, a wife a son, his health and 

wealth, and throws it all away in a misplaced fit of jealously.  
 

Conrad Nelson is so convincing, so infuriatingly stupid, that I 

(amongst many others I suspect) wanted to leap on stage and let 
him have a few home truths! 

 

By contrast, Polixenes, once friend of Leontes, and King in 
neighbouring Bohemia, has been living the Shakespearean 

equivalent of the good life. 

 
He has been unwittingly harbouring Leontes long-lost daughter in 

his land and she has grown to be fair, beautiful, a good singer, 

great cook ... you get the picture. 

 
In Bohemia. Photo by Nobby Clark 

 

 

Being in Bohemia, there is obviously little for a beautiful girl to do 
but have fun, be charming, enjoy the sunshine and be confident 

that a handsome prince would one day come along and sweep you 



off to his palace. 

 
Also, being in Bohemia, there is ample opportunity for Northern 

Broadsides wonderful cast to demonstrate their ample skills of 

singing, dancing and playing a staggering range of instruments. 
 

Inevitably - this is Shakespeare after all - the happy guys and the 

sad guys all come together in one tear-jerking finale and, yes, they 
all live happily ever after. It's perhaps a little cheesy at this point - 

but heck - why not? 

 
If ever a piece suited Broadsides take on theatre, then this is it: 

Pathos, humour, singing, dancing, this production has it all. 

 
It is, as usual, a fine ensemble piece by Northern Broadsides, but I 

must make mention, once again, of Conrad Nelson, who drives the 

piece on-stage and is the director.  
 

I gather he also makes a fine sandwich for the cast after the 

production. I hope to be able to review his culinary skills on another 
occasion. A sandwich of two halves perhaps? 

 

The Winter's Tale continues at Harrogate Theatre until 26th 
September 2015. 

 

Further tour details can be found on Northern Broadsides website. 
 

http://www.northern-broadsides.co.uk/

